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the owners of this home wanted a functional, open-plan outdoor area where they could entertain family, while 
supervising their grandchildren as they play in the pool.

insight Landscapes has made excellent use of retaining walls and timber screening to make the most of the space 
and create an area that is comfortable and useable for the owners and their family to enjoy.

the home was located on a steep slope and required easements; however, insight Landscapes overcame the 
challenges presented to ensure the pool and entertaining area were built on the same level.

insight Landscapes has incorporated products in a variety of colours and textures to give the area a warm, natural 
feel. granite paving provides a neutral base to build upon with burnt red timber screening, brick retaining walls, and 
stackstone features in varying shades of grey. native plants complement the area and are a low-maintenance option.
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insight Landscapes has been building quality designs for commercial and residential customers throughout the 
sydney metro and Wollongong for more than seven years. 

the company specialises in a number of different areas and has great expertise in developing outdoor entertaining 
areas, unique gardens, and pool surrounds. insight Landscapes project manages its own work and has a talented 
team that can complete projects involving paving and tiling, retaining and feature walls, timber work, concrete, water 
features, irrigation systems, landscape lighting, and excavation.

insight Landscapes takes great pride in all projects it undertakes and ensures clients’ ideas are integrated into the 
final design. the company has a strong portfolio of completed projects that can help give you inspiration to create your 
own dream outdoor area or poolside oasis.
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